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This paper presents a novel method for motion planning of aerial long-reach manipulators that considers the aerodynamic effects
generated by close surfaces in the trajectory generation process. The aerial manipulation system consists of a multirotor equipped
with a robotic long-reach arm that enables multidirectional inspection and also increases considerably the safety distance between
the rotors and the inspected elements. Since these systems operate in the proximity of elements that can modify significantly the
rotors’ airflow, the inclusion of Aerodynamics Awareness within the motion planning process is required to ensure robust
obstacle avoidance. To this end, a proper characterisation of the aerodynamic effects based on both theoretical and experimental
considerations has been derived. This characterisation is taken into account in the trajectory generation process to discard states
whose associated aerodynamic phenomena are not well compensated by the system controller and to explore alternatives that
lead to the most efficient trajectories within the area of safe operation. Moreover, the motion planner also stands out for three
other relevant features: the joint consideration of the multirotor and the robotic long-reach arm, the generation of efficient
trajectories in terms of energy consumption, and the Dynamics Awareness of the strong coupling between the aerial platform
and the robotic arm. The resulting motion planner has been successfully tested in a simulated environment that faithfully
reflects an application scenario strongly affected by aerodynamic effects: the inspection of bridges to find potential cracks in the
surface of pillars.

1. Introduction

Among the numerous applications in which Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can be used, aerial manipulation is
arousing much interest. Potential applications in this field
include instrument deployment, maintenance operation,
and contact inspection in industrial sites or civil construc-
tions in which access is very dangerous or costly. The motiva-
tion is to decrease risks and operational costs. A small-size
rotorcraft can indeed access hard-to-reach places more easily
than human operators, avoiding unnecessary risks for indus-
trial workers and allowing inspection and maintenance oper-
ations without shutdowns of the facilities (the mandatory

safety policy in case of human operation) and without the
use of scaffolding or cranes.

These new promising applications of aerial robotic sys-
tems for manipulation tasks bring also new challenges.
Firstly, it is necessary to develop newmanipulation or inspec-
tion tools, such as adapted arms, which can be seamlessly
integrated into the airframe. Furthermore, the existing algo-
rithms to operate the UAV and the manipulators autono-
mously should be extended for the integrated system. In
this respect, one of the most challenging issues is the develop-
ment of new methods that consider both the UAV and the
manipulator dynamics when planning the motion of the
complete aerial manipulation system. When moving between
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different locations inside a dense industrial installation or
close to obstacles, this planning will be essential for the gen-
eration of accurate and collision-free movements.

Many research works about aerial manipulation have
been recently published. [1] presents the design of several
lightweight, low-complexity grippers that allow quadrotors
to grasp and perch on branches or beams and pick up and
transport payloads. Additionally, in [2], a human-size and
lightweight dual-arm manipulator is integrated in a multiro-
tor platform and tested in outdoor flights. On a very different
system scale, [3] proposes a system for aerial manipulation,
composed of a helicopter and an industrial manipulator. In
other valuable contributions [4, 5], a multirotor with a
robotic arm attached to its top part is developed for inspec-
tion tasks on bridge ceilings. In view of simulation, [6]
focuses on the derivation of the dynamic model of a hexacop-
ter equipped with a robotic arm and the analysis of its stabil-
ity. For industrial applications, [7] presents a novel aerial
robotic manipulator that provides contact capabilities for
inspection and maintenance. With similar purposes, [8–11]
introduce the usage of long-reach aerial manipulators. These
systems consist of an aerial platform endowed with a long-
bar extension that incorporates a lightweight manipulator
in the tip. This configuration allows aerial manipulation tasks
even in hard-to-reach places since it increases considerably
the safety distance between rotors and manipulated objects.

However, although a large number of works have focused
on the development of control techniques for the system
integrating the aerial vehicle and the manipulator devices,
not many of them deal with the associated motion planning
problem. Furthermore, the existing contributions like [12]
usually assume a strong simplification by addressing the
planning problem in a decoupled way, i.e., adopting indepen-
dent planners for the UAV and the manipulators that swap
their operation according to the mission phase. Contribu-
tions where the motion planning of the vehicle and the
manipulator is addressed integrately are mainly limited to
manipulators mounted on mobile ground bases. As an exam-
ple, [13] deals with this problem on flexible mobile manipu-
lators which can be modelled as in [14]. In contrast to
previous works, the authors of this paper presented in [9] a
novel algorithm that considers jointly the aerial platform
and the manipulators within the planning operation. This
integrated strategy, validated through simulation and exper-
imentation in [11], allows the consideration of wider and
safer operating conditions.

There also exist some contributions that present planning
methods where explicit consideration of dynamics is
required to generate admissible and collision-free trajecto-
ries. Thus, [15] proposes kinodynamic motion planners
that consider kinematic and dynamic constraints during
trajectory generation. However, these planners require a
planning space twice the dimension of the configuration
space—configuration variables together with their associ-
ated velocities—which implies high computational costs.
Alternatively, [16, 17] propose other methods that split
the motion planning problem into two stages. In the first
stage, a basic planner searches for a path compatible with
a bounding sphere that replaces the system. In the second

stage, the path is transformed into a trajectory compatible
with the kinodynamic constraints. A significant drawback
of these methods comes from the approximation required
in the first stage since it could complicate the existence of
a collision-free path. Along with these works, the authors
of this paper presented an extension of [9] in [10] to
include Dynamics Awareness within the operation of the
planner for robust obstacle avoidance. To this end, the
expansion of the search tree is based on closed-loop simu-
lations of the controlled aerial manipulator instead of
using geometrical interpolations.

Another aspect that should not be neglected when plan-
ning the motion of an aerial system is the hazardous influ-
ence of the aerodynamic effects associated with the
operation of rotors in cluttered environments. Indeed, the
airflow generated by rotary-wing platforms is very influenced
by the physical obstacles close to it. For this reason, the prox-
imity of surfaces like the ground or a ceiling disturbs the nat-
ural motion of the air considerably, causing significant
changes in the thrust generated by the rotors of the aerial
platform. These aerodynamic phenomena, known, respec-
tively, as ground effect and ceiling effect, can be dangerous
for standard multirotors provoking their destabilisation or
even crashes. To the authors’ knowledge, there is not any pre-
cedent contribution in the literature that addresses these
undesired effects of the aerodynamic phenomena at the plan-
ning level. Instead, there are some contributions that deal
with the aerodynamic phenomena at the control level. In this
way, [18] proposes an enhanced control scheme for quadro-
tors with the purpose of improving the landing under the
presence of the ground effect. Moreover, [19] analyses the
influence of the ground effect in several control approaches
for multirotors. Additionally, [20] proposes a new UAV con-
figuration that takes advantage of the ceiling effect. The latter
allows precise contact inspection on bridges to be carried out.

This paper extends the previous contribution [10] pre-
sented by the authors, where Dynamics Awareness (DA) is
firstly introduced for robust obstacle avoidance. The most
relevant extension is the consideration of aerodynamic effects
within the motion planning process to complement the
Dynamics Awareness approach. This new formulation
implies that the expansion of the search tree will be based
not only on the dynamics of the controlled system but also
on its aerodynamical behaviour. To this end, a proper char-
acterisation of the aerodynamic effects based on both theo-
retical and experimental considerations has been derived.
This characterisation is considered within the trajectory gen-
eration process to discard states whose associated aerody-
namic phenomena may provoke undesired collisions and to
explore alternatives that lead to the most efficient trajectories
within the area of safe operation. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this paper presents the first motion planner with
Aerodynamics Awareness (ADA) to overcome the undesired
effects previously described.

As an illustrative example of the potential benefits of the
Aerodynamics Awareness, Figure 1 shows the difficulties of
flying under the aerodynamic phenomena associated with a
cluttered scenario. As can be seen, the UAV tries to follow
the straight trajectory in dashed light grey that has been
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generated using a standard motion planner to go through
the two dark grey elements considered in the figure. How-
ever, due to the ground effect appearing when the system
flies close to the lower dark grey surface, an undesirable
ascent takes place, and the system collides with the upper
dark grey element.

There are several applications that can benefit from this
Aerodynamics Awareness. Industrial scenarios like oil and
gas facilities (see Figure 2(a)) are a clear example since the
existence of large pipe arrays and bulky tanks can provoke
aerodynamic interaction. This work proposes the realistic
application of bridge inspection as use case to evaluate the
proposed motion planner. With the means currently avail-
able, the application scenario of crack detection in reinforced
concrete bridges (see Figure 2(b)) requires visual inspection
by qualified human operators. This inspection usually
demands the usage of scaffolding or cranes in hard-to-reach
and high-altitude locations, which endangers human lives.

In that context of the bridge inspection scenario, this
paper suggests the usage of a novel Aerial Robotic System
for Long-Reach Manipulation (ARS-LRM) in order to avoid
human risks and to minimise the operational costs. This
aerial manipulator consists of a multirotor and a robotic
long-reach arm whose special integration with the aerial plat-
form enables 360° rotation within the vertical plane which
contains the centre of mass of the multirotor. This special
configuration of the manipulator allows multidirectional
inspection to be addressed and also increases considerably
the safety distance between the rotors and the inspected
areas, which makes this platform a very convenient solution
for the aforementioned scenario of bridge inspection. Addi-
tionally, since the ARS-LRM system will have to operate close
to the bridge deck, aerodynamic phenomena, such as the ceil-
ing effect, will play an important role. Consequently, this sce-
nario will be an excellent test bench to analyse the benefits
associated with the addition of Aerodynamics Awareness
within the trajectory generation process.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
describes the ARS-LRM system, the corresponding multi-
body dynamical model, and the distributed control approach
derived for the system. Then, Section 3 focuses on the char-
acterisation of the most relevant aerodynamic effects. In Sec-
tion 4, the planning algorithm is presented with special
attention to the new Aerodynamics Awareness (ADA) mech-
anism proposed in this paper. In order to better illustrate its
benefits, Section 5 defines a realistic scenario to test the algo-

rithm, a bridge inspection application. After the presentation
of the complete system as well as the motivating scenario,
Section 6 includes several closed-loop simulations of the con-
trolled ARS-LRM system when following the planned trajec-
tories given by the different motion planning algorithms that
have been considered in this paper. The latter illustrates how
the motion planner with Aerodynamics Awareness outper-
forms the results obtained with algorithms that do not
include this feature. Finally, Section 7 is devoted to conclu-
sions and future work.

2. The Aerial Long-Reach Manipulator for
Multidirectional Inspection

2.1. System Description. As can be seen in Figure 3, the pro-
posed Aerial Robotic System for Long-Reach Manipulation
(ARS-LRM) consists of a multirotor and a robotic long-
reach arm whose special integration with the aerial platform
enables 360° rotation within the vertical plane that coincides
with the centre of mass of the multirotor. This capability
for multidirectional movement within the vertical plane
widens significantly the inspection workspace of the
robotic arm, which in turn extends the range of positions
from which the aerial platform can perform the inspection
task. The latter allows a better selection of the safest oper-
ation conditions for the aerial system. Additionally, the
long-reach feature increments the safety distance between
rotors and inspected areas. This last characteristic is even
more relevant when the inspected areas include elements
that can affect the rotor airflow, as is the case of the appli-
cation scenario for this research work. Both features, mul-
tidirectional and long-reach capabilities, constitute an
important improvement with respect to state-of-the-art
aerial manipulators where the base of the arms is usually
fixed at the bottom part of the airframe. Moreover, by
simply interchanging the tool located as end effector, the
ARS-LRM system is endowed with the capability of carry-
ing out a wide variety of manipulation tasks.

It has been shown in the AEROARMS project [22] that a
planar characterisation of the system is enough for motion
planning. This simplified approach eases the modelling and
control derivations while maintaining the operation basis of
the system. Following this assumption, the aerial platform
A is characterised by a mass ma, a principal moment of iner-
tia Ia22, and dimensions w × h. Concerning the location of the
rotors, a quadcopter configuration with propellers of radius R
can be selected. In this configuration, the rotors are symmet-
rically located with respect to the UAV centre of mass AO at
longitudinal and vertical distances d1 and d3, respectively.
Additionally, the robotic arm B is assumed to be aligned with
the UAV centre of mass. This long-reach manipulator has
been considered as a rigid body of length lb, mass mb, and
principal moment of inertia Ib22. Its centre of mass BO is
located at a distance λblb ðλb ∈ ½0, 1�Þ with respect to AO.
Finally, the end effector E has been treated in this simplified
model as a punctual mass me located at the distal end of the
robotic arm. The values of the parameters that have been pre-
viously defined are shown in Table 1.

Collision

Planned
trajectory

Executed
trajectory

Figure 1: UAV trying to track a straight planned trajectory between
two obstacles. The system crashes with the upper obstacle as a
consequence of an undesirable ascent caused by the ground effect.
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2.2. Modelling.As stated in [23], the dynamics of a multirotor
is mainly determined by its mechanical model when it is
not operating in the proximity of elements that can modify
significantly the rotors’ airflow. This section embraces the
same assumption for deriving the basic structure of model-
ling (the characterisation of the aerodynamics will be cov-
ered in Section 3), and consequently, the system will be
described by means of a detailed mechanical model of the
complete multibody system. Kane’s method has been used

with this purpose since it holds some unique advantages
when addressing multibody robotic systems like the ARS-
LRM. Of the latter, the most remarkable is the derivation
of a compact model in first order differential equations that
are uncoupled in the generalized speed derivatives as well
as the easy computerisation and the computational effi-
ciency of the resulting equations of motion.

The configuration variables selected as system general-
ized coordinates are the longitudinal q1 and vertical q3

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Oil and gas facility (a) and reinforced concrete bridge extracted from [21] (b).
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positions of the UAV centre of mass AO in the inertial refer-
ence frame N , the multirotor pitch angle q5, and the joint
angle of the robotic arm q7 (see Figure 4). Generalized speeds
ui ði = 1, 3, 5, 7Þ are defined as

NvAO
= u1n1 + u3n3,

NωA = u5n2,
AωB = u7n2,

ð1Þ

where NvAO
is the velocity of the UAV centre of mass AO with

respect to the inertial reference frame N , NωA is the angu-
lar velocity of the aerial platform A with respect to the
inertial reference frame N , and AωB is the angular velocity
of the robotic arm B with respect to the aerial platform A.
Previous equations lead to the following kinematic differ-
ential equations:

_q1 _q3 _q5 _q7½ �T = u1 u3 u5 u7½ �T : ð2Þ

Regarding forces and torques exerted on the ARS-LRM
system (see again Figure 4), the rotors generate a resultant
lifting force F3a3 applied to the multirotor centre of mass
AO as well as a torque T2a2 applied to the aerial platform
A. Additionally, the control action governing the manipu-
lator is given by the torque applied to the arm joint T7a2.

Application of Kane’s method through MotionGenesis
software [24] leads to the following dynamic differential
equations for translation and rotation:

A · _u1 _u3 _u5 _u7½ �T = B, ð3Þ

where matrix A is

A =

ma +mb +me 0 −lbξm,1s5,7 −lbξm,1s5,7

0 ma +mb +me −lbξm,1c5,7 −lbξm,1c5,7

−lbξm,1s5,7 −lbξm,1c5,7 Ia22 + Ib22 + l2bξm,2 Ib22 + l2bξm,2

−lbξm,1s5,7 −lbξm,1c5,7 Ib22 + l2bξm,2 Ib22 + l2bξm,2

2
666664

3
777775
,

ð4Þ

matrix B is

B =

F3s5 + lbξm,1c5,7 u5 + u7ð Þ2

F3c5 − ma +mb +með Þg − lbξm,1s5,7 u5 + u7ð Þ2

T2 + lbξm,1c5,7g

T7 + lbξm,1c5,7g

2
666664

3
777775
,

ð5Þ

and ξm,1 =me + λbmb, ξm,2 =me + λ2bmb, s5 = sin ðq5Þ, c5 =
cos ðq5Þ, s5,7 = sin ðq5 + q7Þ, c5,7 = cos ðq5 + q7Þ, and g = 9:81
m/s2 is the gravity acceleration.

2.3. Control. A distributed control scheme between the aerial
platform and the robotic arm (see Figure 5) has been derived

d3

ma

mb𝜆blb

lb

me

E

B

Ia22

Ib22
Bo

Ao

d1

A
w

h

R

Figure 3: Aerial Robotic System for Long-Reach Manipulation
(ARS-LRM). Geometry and mass distribution.

Table 1: ARS-LRM parameters.

Parameter Value Units

Mass and inertia ma 5 kg

— Ia22 0:093 kg · m2

— mb 0:3 kg

— λb 0:5 —

— Ib22 0:025 kg · m2

— me 0:05 kg

Geometry w 1:2 m

— h 0:4 m

— d1 0:41 m

— d3 0:2 m

— R 0:19 m

— lb 1 m

T7

T2

q3

q1

g

n1

n3

n2

q7

q5

F3

a1

a3

Figure 4: Configuration variables (green) and forces and torques
applied to the ARS-LRM system (purple).
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to provide the ARS-LRM system with the capability of
tracking trajectories generated by the motion planning
algorithms. The objective is the completion of the simula-
tion environment that will allow the investigation of new
planning strategies for the ARS-LRM platform. A standard
control structure that makes use of nonlinear control strat-
egies based on model inversion has been selected for this
purpose. This choice is considered representative of the
average performance offered by the state-of-the-art con-
trollers for this kind of systems.

Regarding the multirotor, the control scheme is inspired
by [23] and consists of linearising the system through model
inversion and applying PID control laws to the resultant
dynamics. In the model inversion mentioned above, the
coupling action of the robotic arm is not considered, and
hence, it will be treated as a perturbation that must be
cancelled by the PID control laws. The underlying princi-
ple of control will be the adjustment of the multirotor lift-
ing force vector in order to generate the translational
accelerations required to reduce position errors. A general
overview of the control scheme is shown in Figure 6(a),
where D−1

13 , K−1
5 , and D−1

5 blocks represent, respectively,
the inversions of the translational dynamics, rotational
kinematics, and rotational dynamics.

The control strategy selected for the robotic arm is again
based on linearisation through model inversion and PID
control, which yields a nonlinear control law capable of com-
manding the joint position of the manipulator within the
allowed rotation rank of 360°. As in the previous case, the
coupling action will not be considered in the model inver-
sion, and hence, it will be treated as a perturbation that must
be compensated by the control laws. The schematic represen-
tation of this approach is shown in Figure 6(b) where D−1

7
represents the block in charge of inverting the dynamics of
the arm and torque T7 corresponds to the output signal of
the controller.

The parameters of the controllers have been tuned by
means of the classic pole assignment method. The selected
values constitute a trade-off that guarantees a proper
dynamic range while the common mechanical limitations
of this kind of systems are not overreached.

3. Characterisation of Aerodynamic Effects

The usage of aerial robotic systems for manipulation tasks
usually requires that rotors operate in the proximity of sur-
faces that can affect their airflow.Working under such condi-
tions leads to aerodynamic phenomena that can provoke
destabilisations or even crashes. In order to avoid these dan-

gerous flight conditions, the compensation of aerodynamic
effects should be considered in the design of the controller
[19] or taken into account in the trajectory generation pro-
cess of the motion planner. This paper will adopt the second
approach in subsequent sections, but firstly, a characterisa-
tion of these effects is required. With that purpose, a test
bench that allows the analysis of the thrust behaviour while
rotors are operating close to surfaces has been designed.

The test bench consists of an isostatic L-shaped structure
that integrates a load cell in its lower endpoint and the rotor
whose aerodynamics will be characterised in the distal end of
the vertical part (see Figure 7). Additionally, a cylindrical
joint γ allowing free rotation of the structure has been used
to avoid any resultant force in the holder between the ground
basis and the corner intersection of the L-shaped structure.
An analysis of the force balance in this structure allows the
calculation of the rotor thrust F3 through the measurement
of the reaction force Flc applied to the load cell. The resultant
equation of equilibrium is the following:

F3 = F lc
dh
dv

, ð6Þ

where dh and dv are the dimensions depicted in Figure 7.
Regarding the electronics embedded in the structure, the test
bench integrates an Arduino Mega 2560 as the data acquisi-
tion unit and includes sensors to measure the rotor speed
as well as a load cell to collect the measurements of the reac-
tion force Flc. Moreover, the PWM signal commanded to the
rotor is monitored at the output using an interruption-based
algorithm that runs in the board. The Arduino Mega 2560 is
connected through the serial port to a PC with Matlab that
offers a graphical interface to process, display, and save all
the data collected by the sensors.

As mentioned above, the experimental procedure is
based on the measurements of the rotor thrust provided by
the test bench. These measurements will be collected in sce-
narios where an element (see the obstacle in Figure 7) is
located close to the rotor (from above, below, or laterally,
depending on the particular phenomenon under study, that
is, ground effect, ceiling effect, or wall effect). The PWM
input signal that governs the rotor speed will be the same in
all tests, which in turn implies that the desired rotor thrust
will also be the same. However, the measured rotor thrust will
change according to the aerodynamic conditions. At the
beginning of each experiment, the rotor will receive the con-
stant PWM input during a period of time that guarantees a
steady state for the system. From this point on, the measure-
ments registered by the load cell will be filtered conveniently
to get the mean value of the measured rotor thrust. The final
test result will be the data pair given by the mean value of the
thrust and the distance to the element used to disturb the
rotor airflow. Several tests are carried out for each distance
under study. This makes it possible to obtain statistical char-
acterisations like the standard deviations represented in
Figure 8 using an error-bar format.

The experimental results that have been obtained to ana-
lyse the ground, ceiling, and wall effects, together with their

UAV
controller

UAV

Arm
Coupling

F3,T2 q1,q3

q7

q⁎1,q⁎3

q⁎7 T7
Arm

controller

Figure 5: Distributed control scheme of the ARS-LRM system.
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associated configurations in the test bench, are shown in
Figure 8. In these figures, the aerodynamic modification
of the system behaviour is given by τ, a ratio between
the lifting force F3 in the presence of aerodynamic effects
(IAE) and the same force out of the presence of these
effects (OAE):

τ =
F3,IAE
F3,OAE

: ð7Þ

The dependence between τ and the distance to the
surface affecting the rotor airflow is expressed in terms
of a nondimensional ratio whose numerator is the distance
x, z from the rotor centre to obstacles (see Figure 8) and
denominator is the rotor radius, that is, z/R for the
ground and ceiling effects or x/R for the wall effect.

The experimental results concerning the ground effect
are consistent with the classical approach presented in [25]
(dotted black curve in Figure 8(a)). This coincidence

CTRANS

q⁎1,q⁎3 q⁎5 q⁎7

F3

T2 T7

CROT CArm
q1,q3 q5

D–1
13 K–1

5 D–1
5

D–1
7P P

q5 u5 q7

PID PID
u⁎1,u⁎3 q⁎5 u⁎5u⁎5

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Block diagrams of the UAV controller (a) and the arm controller (b).

Obstacle

Load cell

𝛾
dh

dv

z

Rotor

Obstacle

dv

F3
R

z

dh
𝛾

Figure 7: Test bench used for the characterisation of the aerodynamic effects.

Obstacle Obstacle Obstacle

Load cell Load cell

Load cell

Ground effect Ceiling effect Wall effect

F3
F3

F3

z z x

Sharp increase close
to the obstacle

Sharp increase close
to the obstacle

0
0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1 2 3
z/R [–]

𝜏 G
E [

–]

4 5 0
0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1 2 3
z/R [–]

𝜏 C
E [

–]

4 5 0
0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1 2 3
x/R [–]

𝜏 W
E [

–]

4 5

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Characterisation of aerodynamic effects (below) and associated configuration of the test bench (above): ground (a), ceiling (b), and
wall (c) effects. Experimental results (red dots and blue error bars) and analytical models (dotted black curve for the theoretical model and
dashed black curves for regression models).
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validates the design of the test bench as well as the experi-
mental procedure. Furthermore, the classical approach previ-
ously mentioned is presented in Equation (8) and will be
hereinafter adopted to model the ground effect. The deriva-
tion of this equation is based on the images method and the
assumptions of the linearised potential aerodynamics:

τGE =
1

1 − 1/16 R/zð Þ2 : ð8Þ

Relative to the ceiling effect, there are no theoretical
results in the literature. Alternatively, an experimental
approach has been followed to derive an analytical
expression:

τCE =
1

1 − 1/k1 R/ z + k2ð Þð Þ2
, ð9Þ

where the coefficients k1 = 6:924 and k2 = 3:782 have been
obtained by the least-square method when minimising
the error with the experimental results. The resultant
model has been depicted through the dashed black curve
in Figure 8(b) for the ceiling effect. The experimental
results show that this effect pulls the rotor towards the
elements located above when the rotor is working closely.
This effect may quickly lead to dangerous flight condi-
tions because it tends to reduce abruptly the safety dis-
tance between the rotor and the element above.

Regarding the wall effect, the experimental results
shown in Figure 8(c) have demonstrated that it does not
have a significant influence on the system. The underlying
explanation is that the natural rotor airflow streams from
its upper part to its lower part, and therefore, an element
located laterally does not produce such a big interference.
Consequently, this effect will not be considered in lateral
approximations to external elements.

The complete range of effects produced by the aerody-
namic phenomena that have been studied in this section
can be reflected in 3D maps. To this end, the numerical
values corresponding to the different operation points will
be computed using the models in Equations (8) and (9).
One example of this graphical representation can be seen
in Figure 9 for a rectangular-shaped obstacle. These maps
will be used in the next section to implement the modifi-
cations of the motion planner that enable the Aerodynam-
ics Awareness.

4. Motion Planner with Dynamics and
Aerodynamics Awareness

This section presents the motion planner (MP) with Dynam-
ics and Aerodynamics Awareness (ADA) derived for the
ARS-LRM system. The resultant algorithm will be referred
to as MP-ARM-ADA. The acronym ARM stands for the
more general classification of aerial robotic manipulators
and clarifies that the applicability of the algorithm extends
beyond the specific ARS-LRM configuration proposed in this
paper for the bridge inspection. In general terms, the basis of

the planning approach (MP-ARM) is built over an RRT∗

(optimal rapidly exploring random tree [26]) algorithm that
has been optimised to exploit the advantages of the specific
system under study. Over this optimisation of the basis
method, two extensions have been developed to increase
the safety of the system when operating in cluttered environ-
ments. Firstly, Dynamics Awareness (DA) can be applied to
cope with the strong coupling between the aerial platform
and the robotic arm. Secondly, Aerodynamics Awareness
(ADA) for robust operation close to surfaces involving aero-
dynamic effects can then be applied. The following subsec-
tions develop properly both concepts.

4.1. Fundamentals of Planner Operation. The operation of
the MP-ARM planner that constitutes the foundation for
subsequent extensions (DA and ADA) is based on an inte-
grated exploration of the search space for both subsystems
of the ARS-LRM. To this end, the configuration variables of
the aerial platform—with the exception of pitch angle q5 that
will be directly governed by the controller within a bounded
range to guarantee smooth movements— and the robotic
arm are considered jointly within the planning algorithm
(see the configuration variables in Figure 4). This integrated
strategy offers higher resolution in the planner operation
since equivalent configurations in terms of final effector posi-
tions can be differentiated according to the positions of both
the multirotor and the robotic arm. The latter makes it pos-
sible to achieve wider and safer operating conditions and
constitutes a remarkable difference to previous contributions
in the field of aerial manipulators where the planning prob-
lem was addressed in a decoupled way or only considering
the position of the end effector.

Regarding the operation basis for the extension of the
search tree, an RRT∗-based algorithm (see Algorithm 1) that
optimises energy and time performance has been developed.
Although the proposed algorithm poses certain structural
similarities to the well-known RRT∗ approach, most of the
intermediate functionalities have been customised to deal
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Figure 9: 3D map corresponding to the aerodynamic effects
associated with a rectangular-shaped obstacle. The colour scale
represents the magnitude of the ratio τ of aerodynamic
modification (from lower values in blue to higher values in red)
while the white areas are associated with nonflyable regions due to
the rotor geometry.
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with the aerial manipulator under study. For instance,
Figure 10 illustrates how the two weighting parameters p1,2
included in cost function CF = f ðp1,2Þ allow the prioritisation
of certain movements in the ARS-LRM system. The complete
set of these specific derivations have been properly described
in a previous contribution [9].

4.2. Dynamics Awareness. The basic approach presented in
the previous subsection guarantees planned trajectories that
are collision free as well as efficient in terms of execution time
and energy consumption. However, the strong dynamical
coupling that exists in the ARS-LRM system between the
multirotor and the robotic arm requires further attention
since it provokes considerable differences between planned
and executed trajectories. This is a consequence of the con-
troller limitations to compensate the perturbations associated
with the aforementioned couplings. The collision risk intro-
duced by these differences is especially critical for cluttered
environments like industrial sites or civil constructions.
Figure 11 illustrates an example of the undesired dynamic
effects that can arise in such scenarios.

In order to overcome this undesired influence of the
dynamical coupling, the inclusion of Dynamics Awareness

(DA) in the MP-ARM planning algorithm is required. To
this end, the expansion of the search tree is based on the
behaviour of the controlled system, which means that colli-
sion detection is calculated through closed-loop simulations
of the controlled system (green solid line in Figure 12)
instead of simply using geometrical interpolation between
states (blue dashed line in Figure 12). This guarantees that
the resultant planned trajectories are both free of obstacles
and compatible with the dynamic constraints of the ARS-
LRM system. The approach considered for the dynamical
analysis of the tree extension is based on a root-to-
candidate validation. Thus, not only the dynamical feasibility
of the new possible branch reaching the candidate node is
analysed but also the complete path from the tree root. For
more details about this extension of the basis algorithm,
please refer to previous work of the authors [10].

Input: map, param
Output: trajectory
1: Tree⟵ INITIALIZATIONðmap, paramÞ
2: for i = 1 to itermax do
3: xrand ⟵ SAMPLEð Þ
4: xnearest ⟵NEARESTðTree, xrandÞ
5: xnew ⟵ STEERðxnearest , xrandÞ
6: if ~COLLISION ðxnearest , xnew,mapÞ then
7: xnear ⟵NEARðTree, xnewÞ
8: Tree⟵ ADDðxnearest , xnear , xnewÞ
9: Tree⟵ REWIREðxnear , xnewÞ
10: end if
11: end for
12: trajectory⟵ TRAJECTORYðTreeÞ

Algorithm 1. Motion Planner for Aerial Robotic Manipulation (MP-ARM).

Start
Goal

Goal

p1>>p2

Start

p2>>p1

Figure 10: Effect of the weighting parameters p1,2 on the cost
function CF = f ðp1,2Þ. p1 ≫ p2 prioritises trajectories in which the
energy consumption of the UAV is minimum while p2 ≫ p1
prioritises trajectories in which the energy consumption of the
manipulator is minimum.

0

f i

Figure 11: ARS-LRM system moving the robotic arm from initial
position 0 to final position f . The UAV oscillation produced in
the intermediate states of this manoeuvre (shaded intermediate
position i) provokes a collision with the obstacle.

MP-ARM

MP-ARM-DA

Xnew

Xnear

Xroot

Figure 12: Operation basis of the MP-ARM-DA algorithm.
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4.3. Aerodynamics Awareness. When the ARS-LRM system
moves autonomously in cluttered environments, the
Dynamics Awareness becomes an essential feature for safe
operation. However, this mechanism could not be enough
for robust obstacle avoidance in some scenarios. As stated
in Section 3, aerodynamic phenomena such as the ground
effect or the ceiling effect associated with the operation of
a multirotor in the proximity of surfaces can modify its
aerodynamic forces and, as a consequence, might provoke
destabilisations or even crashes. For this reason, in order
to avoid these unsafe conditions, this section proposes
the inclusion of Aerodynamics Awareness (ADA) within
the motion planning process.

Similar to the Dynamics Awareness approach, the
principle of operation of the Aerodynamics Awareness
mechanism is based on ensuring collision-free trajectories
through the closed-loop simulation of the controlled
ARS-LRM system. However, in this new approach, not
only the dynamics of the system have been considered
for the expansion of the search tree but also its aerody-
namics. Figure 13(a) schematises the operation basis of
the enhanced algorithm (MP-ARM-ADA) in contrast
with the MP-ARM and MP-ARM-DA versions. In this
figure, the difference between the trajectories computed
by MP-ARM-DA and MP-ARM-ADA is the additional
safety distance with respect to the grey surface that Aero-
dynamics Awareness suggests. Otherwise, the controlled
system would not be able to compensate for the ceiling
effect and might provoke a collision. Additionally,
Figure 13(b) depicts the complete closed-loop scheme
required to perform the simulations that give support to
the Aerodynamics Awareness concept. As can be seen,
the MP-ARM-ADA algorithm makes use of an aerody-
namic model whose input is given by the control signals
commanded by the controller (F3,OAE, T2,OAE) in terms of
the corresponding PWM signals and whose output is the
force and torque that actually govern the movement of
the system as a consequence of aerodynamic effects
(F3,IAE,T2,IAE).

In order to derive the block Aerodynamics introduced
in Figure 13(b), the force and torque commanded by the
controller (F3,OAE,T2,OAE) must be broken down into the
contributions of the different rotors. This will pave the
way for the application of the equations derived in Section
3 to characterise the aerodynamic effects of an individual

rotor. The aforementioned decomposition can be imple-
mented as follows:

F3,i = FL
3,i + FR

3,i,

T2,i = d1 FL
3,i − FR

3,i
� �

, i = IAE, OAE,
ð10Þ

where superscripts L and R make reference to the left and
right rotors in Figure 4. Additionally, the longitudinal qL1 ,
qR1 and vertical qL3 ,qR3 position of each rotor is also required
to calculate the value of the aerodynamic phenomena at a
certain operation point:

qL1 = q1 − d1 cos q5ð Þ + d3 sin q5ð Þ,
qL3 = q3 + d1 sin q5ð Þ + d3 cos q5ð Þ,
qR1 = q1 + d1 cos q5ð Þ + d3 sin q5ð Þ,
qR3 = q3 − d1 sin q5ð Þ + d3 cos q5ð Þ:

ð11Þ

Using these positions as an entry point in the 3D
maps computed in Section 3, the aerodynamic ratio τ
between the actual thrust that governs the platform
movement (IAE) and the thrust commanded by the con-
troller (OAE) can be obtained. Consequently, the lifting
force of each rotor in the presence of aerodynamic effects
is given by

Fj
3,IAE = τ qj1, q

j
3

� �
Fj
3,OAE, j = L, R: ð12Þ

The combined usage of Equations (10) and (12)
allows the final calculation of the total force and torque
F3,IAE,T2,IAE that are really exerted upon the platform.

5. Application Scenario: Bridge Inspection

This paper proposes the realistic application of bridge inspec-
tion as use case to evaluate the motion planner presented in
the previous section. With the means currently available,
the application scenario of crack detection in reinforced con-
crete bridges like the one presented in Figure 2(b) requires
visual inspection by qualified human operators. This inspec-
tion usually demands the usage of scaffolding or cranes in
hard-to-reach and high-altitude locations, which endangers
human lives. For this reason, this paper suggests the usage
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Figure 13: Operation basis of the MP-ARM-ADA algorithm (a) and closed-loop scheme required to perform the simulations that give
support to the Aerodynamics Awareness (b). The terms highlighted in red correspond to the variables employed to model the
Aerodynamics Awareness.
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of the ARS-LRM system as an alternative option that avoids
human risks and minimises the operational costs.

In order to illustrate the benefits of the ARS-LRM system
in the use case under consideration, the simulated environ-
ment given by Figure 14(a) will be assumed in this section.
In this scenario, the system has to perform a visual inspection
of the junction point between the deck and one pillar of the
bridge (marked with a red point in the figure). To this end,
a visual camera will be integrated as end effector in the
long-reach arm of the ARS-LRM system.

The inspection plan will be the following. The aerial sys-
tem will start the operation from the top part of the bridge
and will navigate around the deck until reaching the position
where the inspection point is reachable for the end effector.
This operation is schematised in Figure 14(b), where the solid
red line denotes the operational limits and the dashed black
line the safety margins with respect to the obstacles whose
violation would be considered as a collision.

The aerodynamic challenges of this scenario arise
because the most efficient trajectories for the inspection task
under consideration demand that the ARS-LRM system flies
close to the bridge surfaces. The latter makes this scenario
suitable to establish a first validation of the MP-ARM-ADA
algorithm. The expectation is that the resulting trajectories
are as efficient as possible in terms of energy consumption
but without endangering the integrity of the aerial platform
because of the aerodynamic phenomena. In order to charac-
terise these effects, the approach presented in Section 3 has
been followed to compute the 3Dmap of aerodynamic effects
corresponding to the application scenario proposed in this
section (see Figure 15).

6. Validation Results

This section analyses the simulations corresponding to the
application of the motion planners presented in Section 4
to the inspection scenario previously described. This valida-
tion analysis has been structured around two main phases.
As a first step, the performance of the algorithms previously

developed by the authors along their work-line with aerial
long-reach manipulators, that is, the MP-ARM and the
MP-ARM-DA algorithms presented in [9, 10], respectively,
has been evaluated. The latter have revealed their limitations
in the inspection scenario under consideration because of
their lack of Aerodynamics Awareness. As a second step, a
complete analysis of the MP-ARM-ADA performance has
also been addressed. The analysis of these results allows it
to be concluded that the Aerodynamics Awareness is
required to generate both efficient and safe trajectories when
the ARS-LRM system operates close to elements that can
modify significantly the rotor airflow.

In general terms, the validation tests have been carried
out following the same sequence. Firstly, the planning algo-
rithm under analysis has been executed to generate the
motion plan. Then, the resultant plan has been provided to
the controlled ARS-LRM system. The objective is therefore
to analyse not only the planned trajectories but also the
closed-loop simulations of the controlled system when fol-
lowing the commanded trajectories. In fact, the latter will
be considered the most representative information to estab-
lish the performance of the different algorithms.
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Figure 14: Application scenario given by a bridge inspection task: simulated environment (a) and scheme of the operation (b).
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The simulation work has been performed in a Matlab-
Simulink framework that provides the graphical evolution
of the system variables together with the corresponding vir-
tual reality animations. Both graphical outputs will be used
throughout this section to illustrate the obtained results.
Additionally, intuitive snapshot diagrams have also been
included. In these diagrams, the dashed and dotted coloured
lines represent, respectively, the planned (light colours) and
the simulated (dark colours) movements of the multirotor
centre of mass as well as the positioning of the end effector.
In contrast, the snapshots themselves only cover some inter-
mediate configurations to illustrate intuitively the qualitative
behaviour of the ARS-LRM system. These representative
configurations are time-ordered by identifying labels that
go from the initial position (label 0) to the final position
(label f ) passing through a set of intermediate positions
(labels i1, i2, i3, i4).

6.1. Results Using the MP-ARM Algorithm. Figures 16 and
17 show the closed-loop simulation results when the con-
trolled ARS-LRM system (dark blue) tracks the trajectory
planned with the MP-ARM motion planner (light blue).
Additionally, a complete video animation can be found
in [27]. While the planned trajectory can be considered
efficient and collision-free, the attempt to execute such
optimal trajectory provokes serious inconveniences due
to the aerodynamic phenomena. More precisely, since
the controlled ARS-LRM system is commanded to navi-
gate close to the bottom surface of the bridge deck (the
shortest trajectory to the final inspection pose shown in
Figure 16), this implies flying in the presence of the asso-
ciated ceiling effect. The latter produces disturbances that
the controller is not able to reject. Consequently, the sys-
tem becomes unstable until finally the rear rotors collide
with the bridge.

6.2. Results Using the MP-ARM-DA Algorithm. As in the pre-
vious section, Figures 18 and 19 depict the simulation results
when the controlled ARS-LRM system (dark green) tracks a
trajectory generated by the MP-ARM-DA motion planner
(light green). Similarly, the corresponding video animation
can be found in [28]. Although in this case the planner takes
into account the dynamics of the system within the planning
process, the disturbances associated with the ceiling effect
lead again the ARS-LRM system to collide with the bridge
deck in the closed-loop simulation. The only remarkable dif-
ference is that the collision instant is delayed. This is a conse-
quence of the addition of Dynamics Awareness since the
planner is now aware of the collision risk produced by the
states close to the safety margins (overshooting associated
with these states that can be observed in the dynamic simula-
tions). As a result, the MP-ARM-DA planner discards those
states. However, this improvement is not enough to operate
safely in this application scenario since the collision eventu-
ally takes place.

6.3. Results Using the MP-ARM-ADA Algorithm. In order to
conclude with the simulation sequence, Figures 20 and 21
show the results when a trajectory generated by the MP-
ARM-ADA motion planner (light orange) is commanded
to the controlled ARS-LRM system (dark orange). [29]
includes the full video animation of the simulation. In con-
trast to MP-ARM and MP-ARM-DA, the enhanced MP-
ARM-ADA algorithm avoids navigating through the hazard-
ous area close to the bridge. Thanks to the Aerodynamics
Awareness, the planner discards these problematic states
during the planning process and explores alternatives that
lead to the most efficient trajectories but within the area of
safe operation. To this end, the MP-ARM-ADA algorithm
also takes advantage of the long-reach capabilities of the
ARS-LRM system. They make it possible for the aerial plat-
form to reach the inspection point from positions that main-
tain a wider safety margin with respect to the elements
causing the aerodynamic phenomena.

In order to endorse the validity of previous conclusions
about the MP-ARM-ADA algorithm, a wider set of simula-
tions has been carried out. More particularly, this algorithm
has been extensively executed in the inspection bridge sce-
nario to obtain a sample of 50 planned trajectories, all of
these leading to collision-free executions. The same extensive
approach has been followed with the MP-ARM and MP-
ARM-DA algorithms, and only one instance of the MP-
ARM-DA led to a collision-free trajectory. This analysis rein-
forces the capacity of the MP-ARM-ADA method to plan
efficient trajectories that at the same time ensure safe condi-
tions of operation.

Moreover, Figure 22 presents the analysis of two general
metrics of the MP-ARM-ADA planned trajectories; these are
the length of both the UAV and the arm trajectories. The
central red line is the median while the edges of the box are
the 25th and 75th percentiles. The whiskers extend to the most
extreme values obtained in the simulations. As can be seen
for the length of the UAV trajectory, there exists small vari-
ability around the median while the worst and best cases
are relatively close to each other. At the same time, the
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Figure 16: Snapshot diagram corresponding to the closed-loop
execution (dark blue) of the trajectory planned with the MP-ARM
algorithm (light blue).
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angular displacement of the robotic arm is the same for all
the simulations (the minimum distance between the initial
and final poses) because the planner always computes the
optimal trajectory for this subsystem. These results thus

reveal a deterministic behaviour of the algorithm in the per-
formance indices under consideration, which can also be
considered a desirable feature in critical operation conditions
like the proximity of the bridge.
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7. Conclusions

This work extends the state of the art in the field of
motion planning for aerial long-reach manipulators. In
particular, an Aerodynamics Awareness (ADA) mecha-
nism that allows the consideration of aerodynamics within
the trajectory generation process has been developed. The
validation tests presented in the final part of the paper
have demonstrated that the application of this novel algo-
rithm MP-ARM-ADA becomes essential when an aerial
robot has to operate in the proximity of large surfaces that
can affect the rotor airflow.

The validation has been carried out in a realistic scenario:
the inspection of the pillar of a bridge to find potential cracks.
There exists, however, a wider range of applications that can
benefit from this Aerodynamics Awareness. Inspection and
maintenance of industrial scenarios like oil and gas facilities
are a clear example since the existence of large pipe arrays
and bulky tanks can provoke aerodynamic interaction.

The design of the proposed system, an Aerial Robotic
System for Long-Reach Manipulation (ARS-LRM), has also
been demonstrated to be very convenient for this kind of
operations. Firstly, its capability for multidirectional move-
ment widens significantly the inspection workspace of the
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robotic arm, which in turn extends the range of positions
from which the aerial platform can perform the inspection
task. The latter allows the selection of the safest operation
conditions for the aerial system. Secondly, the long-reach fea-
ture increments the safety distance between rotors and
inspected areas. This last characteristic is even more impor-
tant when the inspected areas include elements that can affect
the rotor airflow, as is the case in the motivating scenario for
this research work.

Future extensions of this work will focus on enlarging the
range of aerodynamic effects considered by the motion plan-
ner. This will pave the way to inspect typical elements of
those industrial scenarios previously mentioned, such as pipe

arrays or chimneys. In this new context, the application of
ADA would allow the detection of leaks in pipes, the mea-
surement of chimney thicknesses, or the visual inspection
of control valves, among others. Experimental validation will
be accomplished in the same facilities considered for previ-
ous demonstration works developed by the authors, which
includes bridges, cement plants, and refineries [7].

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are avail-
able from the corresponding author upon request.
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